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Epilogue:
In a place wherein any humans could simply misinterpret as Heaven
relies a true existence of Hell. It’s what people calls as the
border between heaven and earth. That place really is beyond vast.
A universe-wide-environment; it’s like this utopia can only be
found in dreams. The entire ground serves as a clear mirror in
which every clouds were completely reflected.

“Do they really deserve to suffer like that?”
A girl with an angelic tone of voice said.

In that vast space in which Seijiro calls as the “Boundary between
Heaven and Earth”, Haruka was talking to Tatsuoh.

“I wouldn’t say that they really deserve it but.., at least right
now they’ll take us seriously.”
Tatsuoh replied.

The Boundary between Heaven and Earth is their material world. It
is a world that is actually designed only for the Executioners. A
place where they can hide, a different space that has no
connections on earth, more likely, the concept is like this:
[Earth is for humans]
[Heaven is for the blessed]
[Hell is for the unrepented sinners]
And [The Boundary between Heaven and Earth is for the Executioners]
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“The Hell’s Contract” designed that world exclusively for the
Executioners. This world has many functions, one of it is that
each Executioners have their very own Boundaries that they can
control. If you are an Executioner, one boundary is composed of
that universe-like-space, and you have the right or authority all
over it, if you don’t want other beings such as Executioners
themselves to get inside your Boundary, then you can just forbid
them to enter. That is why this time, whoever that Boundary belongs
to, it’s definitely clear that he/she let one other Executioner
inside. This scenario proves that Haruka and Tatsuoh is seriously
under a covenant.

“But setting that aside, do you really think that that so called
[NameLess] will take the bait just because of your actions of
giving a hint about the concept of the [Hell’s Contract]?”
Haruka questioned…, in a seemingly serious tone of voice that is
actually really far from the exact personality that she shows to
everyone.

“I’m still not quite sure, but if [NameLess] really is smart
enough, we must never let our guard down. He’ll come soon, I know
it.”

“I just wanted this to be over as soon as possible, I don’t really
have much time left. I need to hurry…,”
Haruka said while wearing a serious facial expression.
That face really invoked Tatsuoh’s curiosity as he can’t help
himself but to propose a question;
“Tell me; who really are you..,”

Haruka smiled; and then answered:
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“This time; I’ll be the alpha and the omega, in other words, I’ll
be the beginning and the end.”
Tatsuoh really cannot understand what that means, but he is sure
to himself that Haruka can never be trusted. No one knows why they
suddenly had an agreement, but from this pace, it’s like they will
betray each other for anytime.

And so, after those words, Tatsuoh again remembered Miuna’s
presence from Haruka as he really cannot control his emotions,
though their personality is far more different, it seemed like it
wasn’t really the case, the true reason behind his helping hand is
for the atonement of his sins, it’s like he is treating himself as
Haruka’s servant for him to compensate with Miuna’s tragic end.

Afterwards, he suddenly remembered their recent battle against the
Police. And inside those train of thoughts, the persons pictured
on his mind were “Jin”, “Ryo”, and lastly; “Kyoshiro”.
“Those four persons, they are quite intriguing. Jin Kanzaki is the
person that I’ve known after he handled the case about my father’s
disappearance, for sure starting this time, he’ll never stop on
searching for my documents from the HQ’s archives. And later he’ll
find out my entire identity. That person named “Ryo”, there’s
something strange about him, just by addressing me as a “God”, it
certainly returned all my memories regarding the past. While on
the last one-..”

When he was about to describe his impression to Kyoshiro in his
thoughts, Haruka crossed:
“That police inspector, are you really aware of what you’ve done
to him? By using your ability to him simply means you are taking
everything. The lower half of his body could be paralyzed, and the
worst case is, he could be wheelchair-bound for the rest of his
life.”
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“-all that I’ve done was intentional.”
He quickly followed.

“-what?”

“I have just known that that police inspector named Kyoshiro Kihara
was the one who proposed the plan to trap and eliminate us.”
“-then he’s really a fool to underestimate us.”
Haruka crossed but Tatsuoh immediately followed:
“-that’s not the case, do you really think he will do that foolish
plan just to sacrifice the lives of his comrades? Maybe I’m just
overthinking things but honestly, I believe that he is doing his
actions not for the sake of the others. After observing those two
groups for weeks, I’ve figured out that Kyoshiro doesn’t really
care if someone is hurt, so do you really think the flaws of his
plans is unintentional, just by observing them, I sense that he’s
been luring someone. That is why, I really did intentionally used
one of my supernatural ability the moment I had the chance.”
Just what is really the thing that bothered Tatsuoh from Kyoshiro’s
presence? Is he afraid that Kyoshiro might outsmart him that’s why
he made the first move? If his assumptions happens to be true,
then Kyoshiro would have really failed because of Tatsuoh’s
advanced unexpected actions.

※※※※※

[The National Police Agency]
A police officer suddenly entered the Comissioner General’s Office
to have a report.
“Sir, the report. The Executioner Investigation’s desk had a
confrontation with the Executioner, and according to their report,
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though it’s really unbelievable but…,” the police breathes deep,
and then continued “there are two Executioners.”

The Commissioner General’s eyes wide-opened.
“So their proposed theory is correct all along.”-he said in his
thoughts.

“Unfortunately, the two Executioners escaped, and the worst case
is, one police officer was declared dead. The superintendent as
well as the police inspector of the prefectural police were also
severely injured.”

“-so that means the Senior Superintendent was okay, quickly! Report
to the prefectural Headquarters that I personally need to talk to
Kanzaki.”
He quickly said as the police officer rushes out the room.

“The sudden resignation of the previous Commissioner General was
actually the reason why I am here right now, at this position. 20
years ago right after the Executioner appeared in this country, he
decided to resign and went abroad, and because of it, I had this
authority. That’s why…, I will never let anyone take this position
from me…, those damned Executioners, they are giving an indirect
insult towards my presence. I don’t give a sh*t in this f*cking
game. If only [NameLess] responded from my call 20 years ago.”

Then.., a so unexpected scene just happened.
[Beep!]
His phone rings consistently.
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As he tried to look at it, he found out that it’s an unknown
number. It was not registered on his smartphone, but still he
answered.
“Hello?”
Upon saying so his eyes wide-opened as his expression was truly
shocked. And then he said:
“NameLess!”

After that mysterious call, his face were filled with overwhelming
delight and excitement.
“So it really does makes sense that there is going to be a higher
possibility that [NameLess] will come over once he finds out that
there are two Executioners in Japan. Without a doubt, that caller
was [NameLess], so the rumors about him being connected to the
data around the world was true. The report in regards with the
existence of two Executioners were still kept hidden, but he
already found that information in a matter of hours. This time, I
won’t
need
any
of
those
fools
from
the
Executioner’s
Investigation’s desk, actually I really assigned them to that role
for only one purpose, and that purpose is to hide every details
about the Executioners before [NameLess] fully accepts our request
and takes over. In simple words, they are merely tools or somehow
pawns that goes in the frontline.”-he paused, then continued with
his eyebrows sharply pointed.
“Executioners, from now on, you will witness the true declaration
of war!”
The Commissioner General said in his thoughts with all confidence.

※※※※※

[Tatsuoh’s Monologue]
Am I too desperate to compensate for my sins?
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But one question suddenly comes up to my innocent thinking…,
Before thinking of a compensation, I must
question. Is my sin worth for an atonement?

start

up

to

this

Now that I think about it.., this time; are my actions making
sense?
No matter how many years I spend time on helping Haruka with her
goals, it’ll never change the fact that I’m the reason behind
Miuna’s death. I’m really not sure if our encounter was a miracle,
is it fated? Is it destined for me to always be reminded of my
horrible sins? Does her face; exactly resemblances Miuna’s so that
I will never escape my past?

It may be true but; becoming an “Executioner” was actually the
reason why my entire world is ravaged into pieces. Haruka said
that she I going to be the beginning and the end, just what is
really the meaning of the end that she is speaking of?

Who knows.., first of all; how can an Executioner like her leave
an important role to be written in the history someday? She
directly said to me weeks ago that she is going to be the “Messiah”
that will save the world.

How preposterous, how absurd, did she forget that she is an
Executioner in which mankind addresses as monsters?

She may have been said an apathetic proposition but…, I just cannot
remove this feeling to myself. Every time I look at her, it just
reminds me of a miserable girl. I might have took pity for her…

How come….
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How come I took pity for a monster like her. I’m actually sounding
very unreasonable, but I can’t help it. It’s really strange, on my
very first day of becoming an Executioner…, I assumed to myself
that all my emotions will disappear. Yet I was mistaken..,

Haruka; are you really serious?

I made a commitment to myself that I will never have my full pledge
of trust towards you. I cannot remove the doubts that you will
just betray me someday. However, I’d really like your preposterous
and absurd game.

Don’t worry; in the end, I’ll assure you that I will be the next
victor.

It’s better to betray than to be betrayed. That’s why, I will
deceive you. I will deceive everyone, I will destroy them
psychologically. And someday; once I finally found Miuna’s
murderer(Seijiro) together with the ones in the higher ranks on
that group…, I will certainly guarantee them what “us”; the
“Executioners” whom they addresses as “Gods” is capable of placing
a unimaginable jurisdiction.

I will return the favor!

This time;
I will show them-

-what hell feels like!
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